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The New Science For  
Job Hunting Course.

A breakthrough that cuts job hunting time… gives you a major  
competitive advantage, and makes getting interviews easier than ever.

We have created a revolutionary course for helping people seeking professional jobs from 
$60K to $500,000K+. It can be self tailored to each individual’s situation, as people can just 
use what they need. 

Online, it is available in 6 fast-moving phases. Here you draw upon whatever fits you, from 
among our supporting Briefing Reports...of which you can select from among a total of 98 
separate reports.

 You might review 25 of them or 35 to 40. They are in color, illustrated and average 7 to 
10 pages. Quick to review they offer the very latest insights on every job hunting issue. Of 
great added value, during your search, people can go back to any of the 98 Briefing Reports 
as needed. This gives you an authoritative source of ongoing assistance... 24 hours a day, 7 
days a week... on any job hunting concern that comes up.

A digital breakthrough, everything can be instantly viewed worldwide. 

(1)  The newest, most exciting and fastest ways to get interviews.
(2)  Some of the world’s most outstanding samples of new style resumes.
(3)  Dozens of powerful easy-to-copy letters for any occasion you’ll encounter.
(4)  Exactly how you can be in the top 5% at interviewing—at your income level.
(5)  Ideas for handling unemployment, age concerns and other personal issues.
(6)  Other benefits include getting more interviews... with great convenience.
(7)  Some say the best benefit was cutting job hunting time by up to 80%.

This course is available with the following options.

(a)  The course described on these pages is self-directed and is our best value.

(b)   It is also available with a review of the main resume you create. Here, you email 
our firm your completed main resume. By return email, we send a written report 
using our 100 Factor Resume Analysis Critique. Very thorough, it includes key 
points to enhance the resume, items to add or delete and proofing edits.

(c)  The course is also available with a personal review of up to 5 resumes an executive 
may create as outlined in our report on ‘Creative Packages for Executives.’ The 
process for doing this is the same as discussed in point (2) above.

Copyright © 2020 by CTSL  All rights reserved. Reproduction prohibited. 
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The New Science For Job Hunting Course  
is available at careerpace.com. 

 
PHASE 1...Understanding marketability and how to raise it. 
Few people know how to increase their marketability. But, as you go through your career, it can be 
very important, especially in helping you grow financially. Here people gain a range of ideas on ex-
panding their marketability and other information that can impact their search.

           # 02.  Creating an exciting new view of you.   General Interest
# 04.  Selling your skills through stories.    General Interest
# 05.  Raising your marketability.  General Interest
# 06.  Setting the right job goals is critical.   General Interest
# 07.  Financing your search.  General Interest 
# 08.  Building your will to succeed.  General Interest 
# 11.  Exploring international jobs from the U.S.                              Specific Interest

PHASE 2...Uncovering career and industry options.
Over the last decade changing industries has become much easier for many people. And, changing 
careers has grown more popular. Being in the right industry can impact your pay, benefits, stock op-
tions and growth potential. So, we recommend staying aware of your career and industry options.

   # 12.  Popular paths to $100K, $200K & $500K+.          General Interest
# 13.  Career options for ex-educators. Specific Interest
# 14.  Career options for ex-military.    Specific Interest
# 15.  Top 10 career changes 95% of executives make. General Interest
# 16.  Selecting a career direction when starting out. Specific Interest
# 17.  New careers after raising a family.   Specific Interest
# 18.  Options for ex-Wall Street professionals.       Specific Interest
# 19.  2020 U.S. growth industries.          General interest
# 20.  How to change industries.       General interest

Phase 3...Understanding how to handle liabilities.
 If you have liabilities you’ll need to decide on how to handle them in all your written and verbal com-
munications, and how to handle objections when brought up. Even if they don’t exactly apply to you, 
the following will give you an awareness of how to do it.

# 21.  Personal liabilities and how to handle them.   General interest
# 22.  Handling age concerns.  Specific Interest
# 23.  What to do if you become unemployed.     General interest
# 24.  For those who have changed jobs too much.  Specific Interest
# 25.  Advice for specialists.  Specific Interest
# 26.  Advice for generalists.  Specific Interest
# 27.  Advice if you lack a degree.  Specific Interest
# 28.  Advice if you too long in a firm or industry.  Specific Interest
# 29.  Advice for ex-entrepreneurs.  Specific Interest
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PHASE 4...Development of a game plan and knowing how to get interviews.
Having a game plan will bring you more interviews than trial and error job hunting. Here we make 
it remarkably easy to draft a step-by-step game plan following our outline. The Briefing Reports 
that support this phase cover all actions to consider when drafting your game plan. 

# 30.  Introduction to getting interviews.   General interest
# 31. 10 reasons why people don’t get interviews.   General interest
# 32.  How the two job markets work.    General interest
# 33.  The best ways to answer ads.        General interest       
# 34.  How to find leads to private jobs.    General interest            
# 35.  How to use selective direct mail marketing.  General interest                 
# 36.  How to best use recruiters.           General interest                  
# 37.  Networking made easier.            General interest             
# 38.  Making the most of LinkedIn.         General interest        
# 39.  Using phone power to get interviews.  General interest               
# 40.  How to get your next job created.      General interest   
# 41.  The value of marketing websites.    General interest        
# 42.  Game plans for getting interviews.    General interest     
# 43.  Step-by-step actions to take.                General interest 
# 44.  Where to find people to contact.        General interest    
# 45.  Major recruiters, VCs & equity firms.  General interest

PHASE 5...Development of an outstanding resumes & power letters. 
After examining a range of excellent samples, people can quickly draft the best resumes they’ve 
ever had. Letters are also important They can be personal, enthusiastic, and pre-sell you. Here, 
besides great resume samples you’ll find dozens of outstanding sample letters for all situations.

      # 48.  Outstanding new style resumes.                    General interest
#  49.  Great samples of universal resumes.           General interest
#  50.  The incredible power of executive biographies.   Specific Interest
#  51.  Top samples of executive biographies.   Specific Interest

        #  52.  An outstanding sample executive creative package.         Specific Interest
#  53.  Creating a good resume in an hour or less.                   General interest
#  54.  Modern / contemporary resumes—for executives I  Specific Interest
#  55.  Modern / contemporary resumes—for executives II   Specific Interest
#  59.  Modern / contemporary resumes—for professionals I  Specific Interest
#  60.  Modern / contemporary resumes—for professionals II   Specific Interest
#  61.  The 10 major letter writing mistakes.   General interest
#  62.  Power letters bring calls.   General interest
#  63.  Sample letters to employers.   General interest
#  64.  Sample letters for networking.   General interest
#  65.  Sample letters for openings.  General interest
#  66.  Sample letters for references.   General interest
#  67.  Sample letters for follow up  General interest
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PHASE 6... Lifting your interviewing skills  
to the top 5 % in your income range.

From a competitive standpoint, you should lift your skills to the top 5% of those in your income 
range. When interviewing, you’ll find you are often up against 5 to 7 others. Here, our Briefing Re-
ports are part of an entire system for raising your interviewing effectiveness to a new level.

# 75.  The 10 interviewing mistakes that lose offers.    General interest
# 76.  Turning interviews into top offers.                              General interest
# 77.  Interviewing questions to expect.    General interest
# 78.  How to build great personal chemistry.    General interest
# 79.  Projecting the right image.    General interest
# 80.  How to handle any objections    General interest
# 81.  Employers want to know your personality.    General interest
# 82.  Reading the interviewer’s personality.      General interest
# 83.  Using references to win better jobs.    General interest
# 84.  A simple negotiating system that works.                                                General interest
# 85.  Factors you might consider negotiating.    General interest 
# 86.  Projecting body language that wins offers.    General interest
# 87.  Being great at handling video interviews.   General interest
# 88.  Checking out your next employer—before you accept.   General interest

Future topics that may be of interest.
This covers a range of topics that might be helpful in the future to certain individuals.  
Some of them may include things that have crossed your mind.

# 89.  Exceeding superstars.      General interest
# 90.  When to do when a search starts slowly.    General interest
# 91.  How to fix a search that is not working.     General interest
# 92.  Job hunting assistance services.     General interest
# 93.  Time for your own business?     General interest
# 94.  The first 90 days in your new job.    Special interest
# 95.  Early retirement— a personal checklist.     Special interest
# 96.  Early retirement— a financial checklist.     Special interest
# 97.  How to handle bad references.     General interest
# 98.  Part time opportunities while in your search.    General interest
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Our “New Science For Job Hunting” has saved 
people a great deal of time, while eliminating the 
confusion and worry of traditional job hunting. 
But, it has taken years to complete.

Parts of our concept were originally first 
explored in the author’s best selling books... 
including The Professional Job Changing System, 
$100,000 and Above, 15 New Rules for Job Hunt-
ing Success, The Personal Marketing Program, 
TAPIT, and others. Even years ago, the The Pro-
fessional Job Changing System, which sold mil-
lions of copies, was released to good comments.
“The best for finding a better job.”  Chicago Today
“A breakthrough.”   Personnel Journal
“Highly recommended.”   Vocational Quarterly
“Indispensable.”    Business Week
“Hundreds of new ideas.”  Houston Chronicle
“Inside information.”    St. Paul Press
“Worthwhile for anyone.”    Retired Officer
“The secrets of job hunting.”  Purchasing Week

Those sales led to the development of 
advanced outplacement courses—given to over 
100,000 people.

After that, new innovative marketing ser-
vices were created while tens of thousands of job 
campaigns were being privately managed. They 
were sponsored by Kellogg’s, Warner Lambert, 
CitiGroup, Novartis, The U.S Marine Corps, the 
CIA, Exxon and other famous organizations. 

Today, the knowledge gained from that 
work has paved the way for development of 
a revolutionary one-of-a-kind and affordable 
course.

In a market where 30 million resumes are in 
circulation every day, our high value online course 
can equip people at all income levels—with an 
enormous competitive advantage.

Here’s how it works.  
First, it can be instantly available to you any-
where in the world. You first review our easy-
to-read white paper called “A New Science For 
Job Hunting.” It is 50 pages and explains our 
philosophy. You also complete our Career His-
tory Profile to make sure you surface all your 
marketable assets. 

 The course covers 6 phases, including 
everything that might impact your search. 98 re-
ports... in color, illustrated and averaging 7 to 10 
pages... are the supporting core of the course, 
but people only use what fits their situation.  

Simple and easy to use, this course is the 
first to offer the latest advice on every issue 
that impacts a person’s search for a job. 

Our online course is unmatched in the world. 
Here’s some of what’s made available.

n    Some of the world’s most outstanding    
easy-to-copy new style resumes. Also, 
dozens of powerful easy-to-copy letters for 
every occasion you might encounter.

n    Exactly how people can be in the top 5% at 
interviewing—at their income level.

n    Ideas for handling unemployment, age  
concerns and many other personal issues.

n    Other benefits include getting more inter-
views both easier and faster, and cutting job 
hunting time by up to 80%.

This new science for job hunting is simple 
and straightforward—and can work for people 
seeking professional and executive jobs at any 
age... or any income level from $60K to $500K+.

How This New Science  
for Job Hunting Was Created

The world’s first online Personal Marketing Course... a fast moving 8 phase program  
that equips people to achieve maximum success in today’s competitive market.
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11. Exploring International 
Jobs From The U.S.
This covers basic ideas for  
those in the U.S. who are  
considering seeking overseas  
opportunities.  (12 pages) 

 

02. Creating An Exciting  
New View of You.
If you want some new ideas, here is a 
process that many have used to spark 
interesting thoughts. (6 pages)

03. Top Skills in  
Demand For 2020.
Selling your skills can expand your 
appeal by up to 300 to 500%. Today, 
employers buy what you can do.  
(8 pages) 

04. Selling Your Skills  
Through Stories.
This is a simple process. People like 
60 second stories. They will remember 
them and you as well. (6 pages) 

05. Raising Your  
Marketability.
Few people know how to raise their 
marketability. Here you’ll find simple 
ways others did it. (9 pages)

06. Setting The Right  
Job Title Goals.
The U.S. has over 20,000 job  
titles. Review the most popular  
400 and see if anything might  
interest you. (9 pages) 

07. Financing  
Your Search
Here we review 16 ways to raise mod-
est funds for an aggressive 
job search. (9 pages) 

Phase 1 Helping raise people’s  
marketability and  
capitalize on the job market. 
 

This section gets people up-to-date. For those seek-
ing professional and executive jobs, it gives many a 
clarity they have never had before, along with a foun-
dation that helps make job hunting easier than ever.

08. Building Your  
Will to Succeed.
People who get the best results 
often have a positive attitude  
with everyone. Here’s the easiest 
ways to do it. (8 pages) 

Helping people discover 
new career and industry options.

Phase 2
This is designed to help people be aware of possible 
career and industry options. Today, people change 
careers and industries at several stages of their lives. 

12. Popular Paths to  
$100K, $200K & $500K. 
If you are deciding on your ca-
reer, this spells out the long term 
financial opportunities in major 
career fields. (11 pages) 

13. New Careers  
for Ex-Educators.
Many educators possess re-
markable skills. Here we look at 
moves educators have made to 
new directions. (9 pages) 

14. New Career  
Options for Ex-Military.
This reviews dozens of skills that 
ex-military possess, and that are 
currently in high demand. 
(12 pages) 

15. 10 Popular Career 
Changes for Executives.
Many change careers at different 
stages of their lives. It’s surpris-
ing, but 95% choose one of these 
10 directions. Some may be right 
for you. (15 pages)
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16. Career Advice for  
Young Professionals.
The focus here is on narrowing down 
your possibilities to ones that are best 
for you... through a series of easy 
steps. (10 pages) 

17. A New Career  
After Raising a Family?
Many women successfully return to 
the market after some years. Here we 
review popular directions people have 
explored. (10 pages)

18. Career Options for 
Wall Street Professionals.
These are intelligent people with skill 
sets that fit in many areas. If you are 
leaving your Wall Street career, here’s 
what may be at there for you. (9 pages) 

19. 2020 Growth  
Industries.
Firms in growth industries have attrac-
tive jobs, and are continuously looking 
for new talent. If you’re in a non-growth 
industry, it could be a good time to look 
at these. (9 pages) 

20. How to 
Change Industries.
Being in a good industry can a change 
your life. And changing industries can 
be done with careful marketing of your 
skills. What’s more, many now do it 
with greater ease and speed. (7 pages) 

Phase 3 Helping people 
handle their liabilities.

Liabilities can be career killers. The solutions lie with 
how you handle them in all your written materials, and 
in telephone and face-to-face interviews. Be prepared 
to offset people’s concerns in advance.

21. Personal Liabilities and 
How To Handle Them.
If you don’t minimize liabilities, 
your job search may fail. Fortu-
nately, solutions exist for ef-
fectively neutralizing all of the 
common liabilities. (8 pages) 

22. For People  
With Age Concerns.
With millions working from home 
offices, opportunities for seniors are 
strong. But you’ll have to get to know 
the new market, and use new style 
materials. (10 pages) 

23. What to Do If You  
Become Unemployed.
Some people quickly get re-employed, 
but others struggle for a long time 
Here we review pitfalls you must avoid 
and key actions to take. (12 pages)
 

24. For People Who Have 
Changed Jobs Too Much.
‘Job hopper’ is a bad label. Some em-
ployers will quickly rule you out due to 
lack of stability. But, there are proven 
solutions for managing this. (7 pages) 

25. Job Hunting Advice  
For Specialists.
For some, being a specialist can be 
restrictive. If so, here you’ll see how 
your marketability can be expanded 
to create more attractive situations for 
yourself.  (7 pages) 

26. Job Hunting Advice  
For Generalists.
Some generalists move from job to 
job without building skills with “must 
have” value. Here are ways to handle 
this.  (7 pages) 
 
27. For People Who  
Lack A Degree.
Employers know a degree is no guar-
antee of performance. One key here 
is to use the totality of your experi-
ences to counter concerns. (7 pages) 

28. For People... Too Long in 
One Firm or Industry.
Key ideas on the right approach, and 
how to structure your resume to over-
come this issue. (9 pages) 
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29. Career Advice  
For Ex-Entrepreneurs.
Many former entrepreneurs are 
good marketers. But some must 
overcome challenges that are 
common. (7 pages) 

Phase 4   Giving people all the best  
  ways to get interviews.

One key to success is your game plan. The plan 
should detail different actions for marketing yourself, 
and reducing stress. Job hunting becomes a matter of 
executing planned actions and making adjustments.

30. Introduction to  
Getting Interviews.
This explains the new job
market, how to compete, and 
some of the factors for making 
job hunting easier. (10 pages) 

31. Why People Don’t  
Get The Right Interviews.
Many begin a search with great 
optimism, but never get the right 
interviews. This gives you some 
easy corrections.  (13 pages)   

32. How The Two  
Job Markets Work.
Here we show how the market 
breaks down, and where exciting 
jobs are at any income level.  
(11 pages) 

33. How to Answer Ads for 
Maximum Interviews.
This tells you how to get maxi-
mum openings, best ways to 
answer ads and what works and 
what doesn’t. (10 pages) 

34. How to Find Leads 
to Private Jobs. 
Events lead to private openings—
a huge market. However, these 
rarely appear online. Here is an 
easy way to find them. (8 pages) 

35. How To Use Direct  
Mail Marketing.
You can’t do this on instinct. Tells 
what to use in making contact, 
how to get materials read, use and 
guidelines to follow. (14 pages) 

36. How to Get Maximum 
Calls From Recruiters.
Recruiters can play an important 
role in most job campaigns. This 
covers the types of recruiters, the 
ones to contact, what to send and 
how to get calls. (11 pages) 

37. Networking  
Made Easier.
Here you’ll see how some people 
network faster than ever, and how 
you can even build a new network 
from a zero base. (7 pages) 

38. Making the  
Most of LinkedIn.
The focus is on the best ways for 
getting rapid introductions and calls 
from this remarkable breakthrough 
tool. (15 pages).

39. Phone Power for 
Getting Interviews.
Few people take advantage of the 
power of the phone. But these prov-
en scripts can work for anyone... at 
any level. (10 pages) 

40. How to Get a Job  
Created for Yourself.
Here you’ll discover a proven for-
mula that has worked at all levels... 
even when no openings existed. 
Works well with small and mid sized 
firms.  (10 pages) 

41. The Value Of  
Marketing Websites.
Websites helps low and middle 
income people search long distance 
and do easier networking. (9 pages) 
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42. Your Game Plan for 
Getting Interviews.
Companies use game plans and 
you should too. Here, you’ll see 25 
ways to get interviews. Many use 6 
to 8 approaches to get enough high 
quality interviews. (10 pages)  

43. Your Action Plan.
This is a checklist on how to do a 
professional search. Thousands 
have said it was of great personal 
help.  (8 pages) 

 

44. Sources for Finding  
People to Contact.
Here you’ll find hundreds of 
sources you can use for uncover-
ing contact information for execu-
tives to contact. ( 8 pages) 

45. Recruiters,VCs and  
Private Equity Firms.
This lists major U.S. retained 
search and staffing firms, and the 
largest VCs and private equity 
firms who sometimes do recruit-
ing. (11 pages)  

46. A Quick Job Hunting 
Summary Guide.
This shows how to run a pro-
fessional search for more 
interviews,while cutting job hunting 
time by up to 80%. (11 pages) 

Phase 4
 
Outstanding New Style  
Resumes & Power Letters

 

This section can get you the most effective resumes 
and letter you’ve ever used. The rational behind them 
is spelled out, and there are all the samples you need 
to copy and develop some truly superior materials.

47. What’s Wrong With  
30 Million Resumes.
It’s a shame that many people 
are unaware of this information, 
but correct these things and you’ll 
have a big competitive edge.   
(9 pages) 

48. Using Outstanding  
New Style Resumes.
The number of resumes 
companies receive today will 
astound you, and you’ll also get 
an easy way to grade your cur-
rent resume. (10 pages) 

49. Samples of Success-
ful Universal Resumes.
Chances are you’ve never 
seen resumes like these. 
Just copy and adapt from our 
samples. (17 pages) 

50. The Incredible  
Power of Biographies.
A 3-5 page biography is the 
world’s most powerful resume. 
They are commanding, distinc-
tive and great for networking 
and negotiations. (9 pages) 

51. Top Samples  
of Executive Biographies.
These extraordinary samples 
are the resume of choice for 
executives. Just copy and 
adapt what fits you.  (34 pages) 

52. An Executive  
Creative Package.
This shows the incredible power 
of using a creative package. 
You’ll quickly see why more 
executives use this powerful ap-
proach. (18 pages) 

53. A Good Resume  
In An Hour or Less.
This is for those who need to get 
a reasonably excellent resume 
done in an hour or less.
(8 pages) 

54. Modern Resumes  
For Executives—I.
Modern styles are gaining trac-
tion. Here we review who they 
benefit and show winning sam-
ples. (11 pages) 
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55. Modern Resumes  
For Executive—II.
Modern styles are gaining trac-
tion. Here we review who they 
benefit and show winning sam-
ples.(11 pages) 

61. The 10 Major Letter 
Writing Mistakes.
Covers 10 critical rules that 
people accidently violate, and 
without ever knowing it. Be sure 
you avoid them. (10 pages) 

62. Powerful  
Letters Get Calls.
Great letters can excite others 
about you. And they’re personal. 
Covers 20 rules for writing power 
letters. (11 pages) 

63. Successful Sample  
Letters to Employers. 
Sending direct mail to employ-
ers who are among your best 
prospects is a fast way to get 
interviews. Here you’ll find many 
letters that worked. (22 pages) 

64. Successful Sample  
Networking Letters.
Instead of cold-calling, more job 
seekers initiate contact by using 
networking letters. Here you can 
choose from samples that worked 
well for others. (14 pages) 

65. Successful Sample 
Letters For Openings.
Each year, billions of ads are 
answered. Employers quickly 
eliminate resumes, but good let-
ters always get read.(15 pages) 

66. Successful Sample  
Letters to References.
Using good references is impor-
tant, and you’ll have excellent 
samples to use at any stage of 
your career. (10 pages) 

67. Successful Sample 
Letters For Follow Up.
You work hard to get good inter-
views, so be sure to send your 
best follow up. Just copy and 
adapt these samples. (11 pages) 
 

 Phase 6 Lifting people’s interviewing 
skills... to the top 5 % in their 
income range. 

You will probably be competing with 5 to 7 others who 
are also well-qualified. So, set your sights on reason-
ably mastering interviewing system. Be in the top 5% 
in interviewing skill at your income level. 

75. The 10 Major  
Interviewing Mistakes.
Today, you’ll often be competing 
with 5 to 7 well-qualified others. 
This covers the 10 mistakes you 
need to avoid. (10 pages) 

76. Turning Interviews  
Into Top Offers.
Here you’ll see how to control the 
pace of interviews, and all the 
basic guidelines that can help do 
well. (10 pages) 

77. Interviewing  
Questions To Expect.
In this report, we review all the 
questions that count. Here, you’ll 
also see responses to some of 
the more difficult ones.(10 pages) 

78. How to Maximize  
Personal Chemistry.
A 7-step approach for building 
chemistry with people at any 
level. Master these and you’ll 
gain a rare advantage in competi-
tive interviewing. (8 pages) 

79. Projecting  
The Right Image.
Up-to-date thoughts for looking 
and feeling good. Remember, 
your image speaks before you 
say a word. ( 8 pages)
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80. How To Handle  
Any Objection.
This gives you an easy formula for 
smoothly deflecting any negatives. 
People tell us this really helps them 
keep their cool in pressure situa-
tions.  (8 pages) 

81. Employers Want to  
Know Your Personality.
Do companies want to know your 
personality? Absolutely. Here you’ll 
see how to project the personality 
that can win the job. (8 pages) 

82. How to Read The  
Interviewers’ Personality.
Great sales people read buyers and 
then win them over. Now, you can do 
the same thing.  (10 pages). 

83. How to Use  
References to Win a Job.
Shows how you can turn average 
references into great ones and have 
them play a major role in helping you 
win the job. (10 pages) 

84. A Negotiating  
System That Works.
Using simple scripts, this has helped 
lift initial offers by 10 to 30%. A soft 
sell approach it works at all income 
levels. (9 pages)  

87. Being Great At  
Video Interviews.
The use of video interviews is ac-
celerating and can be intimidating 
to many people. Here you’ll get 
no-nonsense advice on making 
them work for you. (8 pages) 

88. Checking Out  
Your Next Employer.
Each year a lot of people make 
moves they regret. This outlines 
all the best ways to check out 
new situations before accepting a 
new job.(8 pages) 
 

85. Factors You Might  
Consider Negotiating.
This outlines the range of ben-
efits, and explains all the types of 
stock options that may be avail-
able in negotiations. (7 pages) 

86. Body Language  
That Gets Offers.
This covers negatives to 
avoid. And, it tells how to 
use body language to reflect 
power and confidence.  
(7 pages) 
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89..Exceeding  
Superstars. 
This is for those who are highly mo-
tivated, and who wish to compete 
favorably on a higher level.
7 pages) 

90. If A Search  
Starts Slowly 
Even when people know how to 
market themselves,sometimes 
campaigns get off to a slow start. 
This tells what to look for and how 
to get back on track. (9 pages)  

91. How To Fix A Search 
That Is Not Working. 
Hundreds of factors impact job 
campaign success. People say they 
get ideas here that helps fix over 
85% of failing searches. (18 pages) 

92. Job Hunting  
Assistance Services.
All types of services are reviewed 
as well as prices, practices, posi-
tives and negatives. (10 pages) 

93. Time For Your  
Own Business?
You can now get into business 
with modest capital. Over 100 
new businesses are discussed.
(16 pages) 

94. Your First 90 Days  
in Your New Job.
Taken from 100 people who went 
on to greater success in their 
new jobs. The same principles 
that helped them can work for 
you.(11 pages) 

95. Early Retirement 
—Personal Checklist.
10,000 to 15,000 people retire 
daily in the U.S. Here is a fast 
moving review of key “personal 
factors” you should know.
(12 pages) 

96. Early Retirement 
—Financial Checklist.
Here, we provide a fast moving 
review of all key ‘financial factors’ 
you should begin considering.
(11 pages) 

97. How to Handle  
Bad References.
This outlines several ways others 
met this challenge, and got their 
careers moving forward again.  
(8 pages) 

98. Part Time Jobs 
...While in A Search.
If you lose a job, this reviews  
hundreds of popular ways to 
supplement your income while 
running a job search.
(22 pages) 

Future general interest  
topics that may be helpful.


